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History of examination and source study analysis of Amir Timur’s
diploma issued by the Turkestan mosque of Khoja Ahmet Yasavi
at the end of the XIV-beginning of the XV century
The article is devoted to a source study of the form of the waqf certificate issued by Amir Timur of the Turkestan mosque of Khoja Ahmet Yasavi in the late XIV — early XV centuries. This is one of the earliest documents related to the socio-economic history of the cities of southern Kazakhstan. For a long time, the letter
was considered a fake document. At the same time, the analysis of the form and steady turnovers applied to
medieval acts of sources makes it possible to question the falsity of this document. It is determined that the
conditional form of the waqfic literacy corresponds to all the structural components of medieval labels that
were widely used in the chancellery of the Golden Horde and post-Golden Horde states. Diplomatic analysis
of the document form confirms that all the articles of the initial label protocol (invocation, intitulation, inscription) are present in the amir of Amir Timur. In the main part of the document, which consists of notification, sanction and corroboration, there are all the elements of the waqf (soyurgal) label. The final protocol
(eschatocol) is missing. The order of their arrangement corresponds to the form of the granted labels issued
during the period of functioning of the post-Golden Horde states. It should be taken into account that the publication of the waqfic diploma issued by Amir Timur to the Turkestan mosque of Khoja Ahmet Yasavi at the
end of the XIV — beginning of the XV centuries is of great importance for historical science. The source can
be used in scientific research as the most important autochthonous and authentic source of the Middle Ages,
containing genuine information about the socio-economic history, forms of land ownership and religious life
of the medieval cities of southern Kazakhstan.
Keywords: waqfic literacy, conditional form, source study, Khan's label, medieval source.

The most important autochthonous and authentic source of the late XIV — early XV centuries is a
waqfic letter given by Amir Timur of the Turkestan mosque of Khoja Ahmet Yasavi. This is one of the earliest documents related to the socio-economic history of southern Kazakhstan, according to which at the end
of the XIV-beginning of the XV century Amir Timur endowed the Khoja Ahmed Yasavi mausoleum in waqf
a number of irrigated lands along with irrigation canals.
The original waqf diploma is stored in the document fund of the Abu Rayhan Beruni Institute
of Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of the Uzbekistan Republic (Tashkent). There is also stored
a handwritten copy of a waqfic diploma of Amir Timur rewritten in 1920–1921 by Ibadullah Adilov, a former employee of the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of the Uzbekistan Republic
[1; 136–137].
The document was put into scientific circulation at a meeting of the Turkestan circle of archeology enthusiasts on August 29, 1897 by N.P Ostroumov. On October 16, 1897, at the meeting of the Turkestan circle
of archeology enthusiasts, the original document was shown and a short paleographic description of the
source was placed. The full text, typed in Arabic letters in the Tajik language, was also printed in the «Protocols of the Turkestan circle of archeology enthusiasts» (year third, Tashkent, 1898) [2]. Translation of the
letter from the Persian original was carried out by A.A. Divaev, entitled «A Letters Patent, given by Timur to
the Turkestan Mosque of AzretYasavi» and read out at a meeting of the Turkestan circle of archeology enthusiasts on January 12, 1898. «The meeting decided through the regional administration to collect all the
necessary information about the waqfs mentioned in the letter, and to inform Baron V.R. Rosen. And also
take all measures to protect the written monument and its rights, expressed in waqf-name» [3; 23].
A translation into Russian was first published in Tashkent in the «Turkestan Gazette» in 1901. In 1910,
N.P. Ostroumov turned to the study of this document for the second time. The Russian translation of the
granted letter together with the studies of A. Divaev translated into the Kazakh language was published in
Turkestan in 2006 [1; 134].
In the Soviet period, a number of scientists used the data from the source in scientific research. In the
work of K.A. Pishchulina «Syr Darya cities and their significance in the history of the Kazakh khanates in
the XV–XVII centuries» the letter is mentioned as a source on the socio-economic history of southern Kazakhstan [4; 9].
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M.E. Masson while studying the history of the emergence of the Khoja Ahmed Yasavi Mausoleum,
gives a brief summary of the waqfic diploma given by Timur to Mausoleum at the end of the XIV century
[5; 40–41]. In the 60s of XX century text of the letter was used by A.E. Erenov in the monograph «Essays on
the History of Feudal Land Relations among Kazakhs» for the analysis of agrarian and land relations in Central Asia [6; 46]. Naturally, the study of the text and content of the document was carried out in the context
of the methodological guidelines of that period in the development of historical science.
In a number of works by O.D. Chekhovich the authenticity of this source has been repeatedly questioned. Here is what the author writes about the authenticity of the document: «At first glance, the very form
of paper and ink of this letter (both of very poor quality) is doubtful...... Among the fragments of it, a piece
of another thicker and lacquered ancient paper with a print of the seal attributed to Timuris imperceptibly
pasted. The sharp difference between the paper itself and the paper on which the stamp is placed leaves no
doubt that here we have the fact of a deliberate gross forgery» and this was the only argument in favor of
falsification of the document [7; 43].
At the same time, the orientalist A. Akhmedov, who studied the documents of the Khiva khans, suggested that the seal on many medieval authentic sources was deliberately torn out. Amir Zekrgu also suggests
that this was a peculiar way of redeeming the document. Therefore, it can be assumed that the lack of printing and pasting it at a later time is not a confirmation of the falsity of the document. The first translator of the
text of the label A.A. Divaev points out that «in the text of the letter in three places there are stickers on
which the text was reproduced or restored later» [2; 10]. According to M.E. Masson, «the text of the letter
confirmed, as was accepted by all the rulers who subjugated the city. And at the end of the XVI century
Timur’swaqfic certificate was confirmed by Shaybanid Abdallah Khan» [5]. It is possible that during the
confirmation procedure, corroboration and the certification part of the form were lost and during its restoration the text was not accurately reproduced. And why was it necessary to confirm a fake document?
Also not entirely justified and questionable is the circumstance that in the 70s of XX century
all the letters of Amir Timur were presented as fake documents. For example, in the work of
O.D. Chekhovich «Overview of Central Asian Archeography» it is mentioned that V.V. Bartold published
labels of the XV-XVII centuries «one of which, attributed to Timur, was exposed by V.V. Bartold as a fake
of the second half of the XVI century» [8]. V.V. Bartold, who introduced into scientific circulation the text
of the letter stored in the Syr-Darya regional government (case No. 197), writes the following: «the oldest
document dates back to 803 (1400–1401) and is attributed to Timur; but the Khan’s title given to Timur here,
which he never wore, and other features of the style raise great doubts about its authenticity» [9; 317, 318].
There is also doubt about the use in the label of the name of the Syr Darya River, which is found in sources
of a later period. V.V. Bartold doubts the authenticity of the document and attributes the falsification of the
letter to the second half of the XVI century. At the same time, he points out that, despite this, its value for
science is undeniable, since for a long time it served as an official document.
The authenticity of yet another letter of Amir Timur from 780 / 1378–1379 issued to the descendants of
Abu Muslim in Khorezm, «is disputed on the following grounds: Timur did not bear the title «khan», indicated in the first line of this document......... In addition, the handwriting the nastalik by which the document
was written was not used for this purpose in Timur’s time; it was introduced later» [7; 271]. This rare document as the «Label of the gracious», issued in 1378–1379 by Amir Timur the the descendants of Abu Muslim, residents of the Darhan-ata massif in Khorezm, was kept in the archive of the Khiva khans as an important and holy document.
Thus, we are talking about the authenticity of not only one, but all three documents of Amir Timur — a
letter of merit from 780 / 1378–1379, a letter of 803 / 1400–1401. and a waqf certificate given to the Ahmet
Yasavi Mosque. Is such a steady trend possible in creating a series of «fake documents» owned by Amir
Timur?
The possible falsity of these documents in no way means that they cannot be used in research practice,
since the publication of the source itself is important for historical science. The source can be used in research, since «the fact that others could be obtained on the basis of this document speaks for the fact that in
the XVI century he possessed real power, and therefore is of deep interest». In the Central Asian chancery
there was a «tradition of replacing obsolete documents, the text of which became unreadable, to issue copies
of them that used the power of the original» [9; 319]. Such copies were issued in full accordance with the
originals, in some cases they were pasted sealed from the original seal, which could, of course, raise doubts
about the authenticity of the document. V.P. Yudin in the comments and historical source study of the document notes: «Perhaps the label of Emir Timur underwent a similar replacement procedure, and the scribe lat40
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er provided, in the simplicity of his soul, Timur’s name with the title of Khan, which he never really wore»
[9; 353]. There are similar cases in research practice, for example, the Tarkhan label of Timur-Kutluk in
1398 does not have a seal, despite this, it has been used and studied for a long time as a source on the history
of the Golden Horde.
Even a preliminary acquaintance with the Russian translation by A.A. Divaev, shows that the text of the
letter of award of Emir Timur, issued by the Turkestan mosque of AzretYasavi, differs from other labels. In
this regard, we can prove that a document belongs to labels only after thoroughly identifying all the stable
articles of its specific form. One should criticize the source for diplomatic analysis, since one must not forget
that «in Russian versions the tendency is not for accurately documented, but for interpretation-semantic
translation, which must be taken into account when identifying Russian versions of terms with their Turkicoriginals» [10; 24].
The label form consists of the following robust articles:
 invocation (theology);
 intitulation (addressee);
 encryption (destination);
 notification (notice);
 disposition (definition);
 sanction (order);
 corroboration (certificate);
 eschatocol (final protocol).
Let us try to reconstruct each of the named parts in succession regarding the diploma of Amir Timur.
1. Invocation (theology). The formula of theology in literacy is a motivated decree made up of numerous religious terms and expressions. «There is no existing and worthy god for worship, except the highest
and most worthy of one God, and Muhammad is his messenger, may the blessing of God be upon him, over
his purest family, adherents and all his followers, walking along the path of true faith!» [2].
2. Intitulation (addressee). Here is the expression: «awarded by the mercy and award of the Most High
Creator, Emir-Temir-Guragan, may God preserve his possessions forever, God will perpetuate his virtue to
his people,» undoubtedly indicates the designation of the addressee. The text of the label contains a number
of turns and terms confirming that the emir Timur is currently the ruler: «he will preserve his possessions,...
will perpetuate virtue». Such treatment may only apply to a living person, in this case, to the addressee.
3. Inscription (addressee). The addressee in the label is expressed very clearly. The name of the owner
of the label indicates his consanguinity with the great Khoja Ahmet Yasavi. The label says: «Mir-Ali-KhojaSheikh, the son of Hasan-Sheikh, is one of the descendants of the great Sadr-Sheikh. Sadr Sheikh has the
nickname «Hilvati Sheikh» and is the brother of the great Azret-Khoja-Ahmed-Yasavi.»
4. Notification (notice). An article of the main part, informing or notifying, is the main component of
the label form. In our text, it consists of two parts: the first — announces the appointment of Mir-Ali-KhojaSheikh as a mutavali, with all the rights arising from this, and the second — on the designation of the borders
and possessions of waqf (soyyurgal). The object of the right to use was not just land, but irrigated land.
Along with land and water, the irrigation system built on this land also became property. The labels themselves indicated which irrigation canals and areas passed into waqf.
For example, the waqf transferred to the Khoja Ahmet Yasawi Mosque consisted of «one irrigation canal called «Yangicha», originating from the spring «Khoja-Tumasa», with lands adjacent on both sides to
this irrigation canal. The border of these lands passes through the Akjar road and approaches Azret-KulilKhair-Ata» [2; 9]. The label also confirms land ownership in the form of a waqf of Azret-Sagdi-Vakkas for
two land koshas with water in the area of Mir-Kara-Su and Haji-Malyak irrigation ditches in the areas of
Saganak and Chornak irrigation ditches.
Gardens were also assigned to the land that became the property of the clergy. For example, the plot occupied under this garden, apparently, had a significant territory, since to care for it with the label it was prescribed «to have two gardeners who know the responsibilities of a gardener» [2; 9]. In addition to the gardeners, it was supposed to keep at waqf: «two people by water carriers and sweepers, appointed from local
residents, and these people should be able to carry out this work impeccably and immaculately, being inseparably in place and taking care of their work». For conscientious work, this category of people, as stipulated in
the text of the label, was supposed to receive «annually one hundred and twenty batmans of grain bread
product for the maintenance of each...» [2].
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5. Disposition (definition). The dispositional part is necessarily present in the form of the Tarkhan labels, while the vacuum labels do not contain turnover-orders indicating taxes and duties. The diploma of
Emir Timur is a waqf, since it holds land tenure belonging to a religious institution that did not need exemption from taxes and levies. In this regard, this form article is not in the label.
6. In the label of Emir Timur, sanction (order) takes a significant place and consists of three clause articles: obligatory, restrictive and threatening. In a mandatory article, certain conditions are set before the label holder. The rights mutavali on the management of the waqf farm and land were still limited. It was forbidden to make all kinds of transactions with the lands belonging to the mosque, therefore, and irrigation canals, and also the transfer of the waqf to the inheritance of other persons was not allowed. For example, in
the text of the label we read: «This Waqf is in no way subject to sale, cannot be inherited as property, and
cannot be given under any pretext as a gift to anyone in the final or non-final form. This wakuf should be
kept intact, in the very form of which it consists» [2; 5]. Thus, it can be assumed that to distribute the land at
one’s own discretion, as well as to make various kinds of gifts and inheritance, was the competence of only
the supreme ruler (khan). Everyone who owned the land was somehow restricted in their rights to it.
7. Corroboration (certificate) — information on the identification marks of the document, always
found in the text of acts, is not in the label of Timur. At the head of the original letter there is a golden cast of
the seal of Emir Timur. Consequently, the label was initially confirmed, as indicated by A.A. Divaev [2; 1].
8. Eschatology (final protocol). The place of writing, as well as the date of issue of Timur’s label,
is missing; instead, there is a quatrain at the end of the text. In meaning, it does not apply to the label.
A.A. Divaev notes that the letter ends with «a four-line, written in a different handwriting in later
times» [2; 13]. We give it in its entirety, in the form in which it was published by A.A. Divaev:
«There was no king like Timur-Guragan,
He appeared on this world in 735;
In 771, he conquered the whole universe,
And in 807 he left this world» [2; 13].
The fact that this text is attributed later is obvious.
The lack of corroboration and eschatology makes it difficult to determine the time of issue of the label.
But, judging by the text of the inscription, the addressee is currently the ruler: «And so, on these happy
days, which coincided with the days when the Most High God opens the doors of the mercy storehouse to his
chosen slaves, he, hoping for the great retribution of the Most High and asking for the intercessors the prayers of the holy and pious master of the grave (i.e., Azreta-Sultan), instituted several waqfs in the name of the
Sultan of the path to truth, the Sultan of righteousness and truth, the best mystic, mystic leader of the most
perfect people, the saint exalted in his time, the most gracious Sultan Khoja Ahmed-Yasavi, let God will illuminate the grave of his with beam of its luster. «Most likely, the label was written during the reign of Emir
Timur, i.e. at the end of the XIV — beginning of the XV century. Moreover, «these happy days,» in our
opinion, imply certain Muslim religious holidays, during which donations were made to religious institutions
and great saints, in this case, Khoja-Ahmed-Yasavi.
Thus, the analysis of the internal form and the specific form of the granted letter gives the following results:
1. Diplomatic analysis confirms that the diploma of Emir Timur is a waqf label. The structure of the
document corresponds to the act sources of the XIV–XVI centuries. In the conditional form of this kind of
document, you can distinguish three parts (initial protocol, main part, final protocol) and 8 articles of the
form. We see that all the articles of the initial protocol of the label (invocation, intitulation, and inscription)
are present in Timur's granted letter. In the main part of the document, which consists of notification, sanction and corroboration, there are all the elements of the waqf (soyurgal) label. The final protocol (eschatocol)
is missing.
The first translator of the text of the label A.A. Divaev points out that «in the text of the letter in three
places there are stickers on which the text was reproduced or restored later» [2; 9]. According to
M.E. Masson, «the text of the letter confirmed, as was accepted by all the rulers who subjugated the city.
And at the end of the XVI century, Timur’swaqf certificate was confirmed by the Shaybanid Abdallah
Khan» [5]. It is possible that during the confirmation procedure, corroboration and the certification part of
the form were lost and during its restoration the text was not accurately reproduced.
2. A certain complication of style and an increase in the text of the label reflects, to a certain extent, the
power of the addressee and addresser. The mention of the name of Emir Timur in intitulation, due to the ex42
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clusivity of his status in society, was reflected in the initial protocol of the form. Compared to similar labels
in the text of this document intitulation occupies a significant place. The label form contains minor changes.
3. In the XIV-XV century’s new stable versions of the addressee formulas for alerts, dispositions, and
sanctions appeared, since with the conversion of labels into official paperwork their new varieties were developed. This indicates that over time not only the external form is lost, but also the internal content of the
source is distorted. This is related not only to significant changes in the development of the innermost logic
of historical science and conceptual approaches in terms of methodology, but also to changes in texts as official documents over the course of their centuries-old functioning.
4. It is necessary to reconstruct the form of the text of the granted letter of emir Timur. The conditional
form of the Golden Horde labels consists of several semantic fragments of articles and components (articles
of the conditional form). The order of their location should correspond to the form of the granted labels issued in a given period. The translated text of the diploma of Emir Timur by no means unites in itself homogeneous semantic fragments. When reading this rather difficult to read text, the researcher nevertheless gets
some idea of its content. Almost none of saved semantic pieces does correspond to writing form of labels
adopted in the XIII — XVI centuries. It is important to put all the turns-articles of the form in its place, i.e.
as the document should be written according to the specific form.
5. The publication of the waqf diploma issued by Amir Timur to the Turkestan mosque of Khoja
Ahmet Yasavi at the end of the XIV — beginning of the XV century is of great importance for historical science. The source can be used in scientific research as the most important autochthonous and authentic source
of the Middle Ages, containing genuine information about the socio-economic history, forms of land ownership and religious life of the medieval cities of southern Kazakhstan.
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Əмір Темірдің XIV ғ. аяғы мен XV ғ. басында
Түркістандағы Қожа Ахмед Ясауи мешітіне берген жарлығының
деректанулық талдауы мен зерттелу тарихы
Мақала XIV ғасырдың аяғы — XV ғасырдың басында Əмір Темірдің Түркістандағы Қожа Ахмед Ясауи мешітіне берген вакуфтік жарлықтың деректанулық талдауына арналған. Бұл жарлық
Қазақстанның оңтүстік қалаларының əлеуметтік-экономикалық тарихына қатысты ең алғашқы
құжаттардың бірі. Ұзақ уақыт бойы ол жалған құжат болып саналды. Сонымен бірге, ортағасырлық
деректерінің мəтіндерінде қолданылған форма мен тұрақты айналымды талдау осы құжаттың жалған
екендігіне күмəн келтіруге мүмкіндік береді. Автордың пайымдауынша Вакуфтік жарлықтың
мəтінінде қолданылған шартты формуляр Алтын Орда кезінде жəне Алтын Ордадан кейінгі құрылған
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мемлекеттердің кеңселерінде кеңінен қолданылған барлық құрылымдық компоненттерге сəйкес
келеді. Дипломатиялық талдау Əмір Темірдің Түркістандағы Қожа Ахмед Ясауи мешітіне берген
құжаттың мəтінінде вакуфтік жарлыққа сəйкес барлық маңызды құрылымдық компоненттеріне бар
екендігін дəлелдейді (инвокация, интитуляция, инскрипция). Құжаттың нотификация, санкция жəне
корроборациядан тұратын негізгі бөлімінде вакуфтік жарлыққа сəйкес тармақшалар бар. Жарлықтың
соңғы құрылымдық компоненті (эсхатокол) жоқ. Оларды орналастыру реті Алтын Ордадан кейін өмір
сүрген мемлекеттердің іс-құжаттарының формулярына сəйкес келеді. Əмір Темірдің XIV ғасырдың
аяғы — XV ғасырдың басында Қожа Ахмет Ясауи мешітіне берген вакуфтік жарлықтың жариялануы
тарих ғылымы үшін үлкен маңызға ие екенін ескеру қажет. Дереккөзді ғылыми зерттеулерде
ортағасырлық қалаларының əлеуметтік-экономикалық тарихына, жер қатынастарына жəне діни
өміріне қатысты маңызды автохтонды жəне шынайы құжаты ретінде пайдалануға болады.
Кілт сөздер: вакуфтік жарлық, шартты формуляр, деректанулық талдау, хан жарлықтары,
ортағасырлық дерек.
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История изучения и источниковедческий анализ
грамоты Амира Тимура, выданной Туркестанской мечети
Ходжа Ахмета Ясави в конце XIV — начале XV века
Статья посвящена источниковедческому анализу формуляра вакуфной грамоты, выданной Амиром
Тимуром Туркестанской мечети Ходжи Ахмета Ясави в конце XIV — начале XV века. Это один из
ранних документов, связанных с социально-экономической историей городов Южного Казахстана.
Длительное время грамота считалась поддельным документом. Вместе с тем анализ формуляра и устойчивые обороты, применявшиеся к средневековым актовым источникам, позволяют подвергать сомнению вопрос о поддельности данного документа. Автор приходит к выводу, что условный формуляр вакуфной грамоты соответствует всем структурным компонентам средневековых ярлыков, широко применявшихся в канцелярии золотоордынских и послезолотоордынских государств. Дипломатический анализ формуляра документа подтверждает, что все статьи начального протокола ярлыка (инвокация, интитуляция, инскрипция) присутствуют в жалованной грамоте Амира Тимура. В основной
части документа, которая состоит из нотификации, санкции и корроборации, есть все элементы вакуфного (сойюргального) ярлыка. Конечный протокол (эсхатокол) отсутствует. Порядок их расположения соответствует формуляру жалованных ярлыков, выданных в период функционирования послезолотоордынских государств. Следует принять во внимание, что публикация вакуфной грамоты, выданной Амиром Тимуром Туркестанской мечети Ходжи Ахмета Ясави в конце XIV — начале XV
века, имеет огромное значение для исторической науки. Источник может быть использован при научных исследованиях как важнейший автохтонный и аутентичный источник средневековья, содержащий подлинные сведения о социально-экономической истории, формах землевладения и религиозной
жизни средневековых городов Южного Казахстана.
Ключевые слова: вакуфная грамота, условный формуляр, источниковедческий анализ, ханский ярлык,
средневековый актовый источник.
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